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Abstract: Gauge theories in the presence of codimension two vortex defects are known to
be related to the theories on orbifolds. By using this relation we study the localized path
integrals of 2D N = (2; 2) SUSY gauge theories with point-like vortex defects. We present
a formula for the correlation functions of vortex defects inserted at the north and the south
poles of squashed spheres. For Abelian gauge theories the correlators are locally constant
as functions of the parameters of the defect, but exhibit discontinuity at some threshold
values determined from the R-charges of the matter multiplets. For non-Abelian gauge
groups the correlators depend non-trivially on the types of gauge symmetry breaking due
to the defects.
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1 Introduction
In quantum eld theories in dierent dimensions, there are interesting class of operators
which are not dened in the ordinary way as functionals of elds. These operators, some-
times called defects, are dened by requiring specic singular behavior on the elds around
them. One example is the 't Hooft operators [1] in 4D gauge theories supported along
one-dimensional paths, whose denition involves requiring the gauge eld to develop Dirac
monopole singularity along the paths. Another example is the vortex defects supported
on codimension two submanifolds. For 4D gauge theories, they are supported along 2D
surfaces and therefore called surface defects. They are dened by the singular behavior of
the gauge eld A
A    d' (1.1)
near the defect. Here  is an element of the Lie algebra, and ' is the angular coordinate
on the 2D plane transverse to and centered at the defect. See [2] for a review on the recent
developments. Similar denition in 3D supersymmetric gauge theories leads to 1D defects
which are sometimes called vortex loops.
These defects will allow us to study new aspects of quantum eld theories related to
monopoles or other solitons carrying topological charges in gauge theories. It is particularly
interesting to study such defects in the classes of supersymmetric theories in 2, 3 or 4 di-
mensions where various dualities or nontrivial relations among observables are known. For
example, the inclusion of surface defects in 4D N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories has
been studied in the computation of instanton partition functions [3{12], superconformal
indices [13{17] or sphere partition functions [18{21], and the results led to a more detailed
understanding of the relation between 4D N = 2 SUSY theories and 2D conformal eld
theories [22{24], topological eld theories or topological strings. The loop operators in 4D
N = 2 theories were studied from a similar viewpoint in [25{27]; see [28] for a review.
Another interesting point is that some of the defect operators can also be described al-
ternatively by a lower-dimensional eld theory on their worldvolume interacting with the

















A powerful computational tool to evaluate supersymmetric observables explicitly is
the localization principle. To use this for supersymmetric path integrals with defect ob-
servables, we need to know how to perform the path integration with modied boundary
condition on elds. For 't Hooft loop operators in 4D N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories
this was studied in [26, 30], where a result fully consistent with the prediction of S-duality
was recovered by a careful localization analysis. Similar analysis was made for vortex loop
operators (1.1) in 3D SUSY gauge theories in [31, 32].
The purpose of this paper is to study the codimension two vortex defects of the
type (1.1) in 2D N = (2; 2) SUSY gauge theories, which are actually local operators.
We study the defects by putting two of them at the north and the south poles of the sphere
S2 and evaluating their correlation function explicitly. The key idea in our analysis is
the equivalence of the gauge theories in the presence of the defect and the gauge theories
on orbifolds [33]. This equivalence was relevant in the description of the moduli space of
instantons in the surface defect background and the computation of the so-called ramied
instanton partition function, see [11] and the references therein. Based on the same idea,
a formula for the S4 partition function of N = 2 SUSY gauge theories in the presence of
a surface defect was proposed in [19].
We study the defect correlators by reducing the path integral to a nite-dimensional
integral and sum using the idea of Coulomb branch localization. The integrand then
depends on the parameter  of the vortex defects (1.1). When the gauge group is Abelian,
it turns out that the dependence on  can be completely absorbed into the redenition
of the remaining integration variables when  is suciently small. As a function of  the
defect correlator is therefore locally constant, but there are threshold values of  at which
the value of correlators jumps. The detail of this behavior is shown in the example of U(1)
gauge theory (SQED) with NF electrons and NA positrons. For non-Abelian gauge theories,
the above discontinuous behavior of the integrand leads to a non-trivial dependence of the
defect correlator on the type of gauge symmetry breaking at the poles, characterized by
the Levi subgroups. We illustrate this by calculating a few sample defect correlators in the
U(N) SQCD with NF fundamental and NA anti-fundamental chiral multiplets.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is a review of the construction of
2D N = (2; 2) SUSY gauge theories on squashed spheres, in which we set up the necessary
conventions. We will restrict ourselves to the theories of vector and chiral multiplets. In
section 3 we revisit the computation of exact partition functions using the index theorem
and the xed point formula. In section 4 we study the localized path integral on the defect
background by making connection with the partition functions on orbifolds of S2, and
propose a formula for the defect correlators. We conclude with a few remarks in section 5.
Notations. We use Pauli's matrices as the 2D gamma matrices 1; 2 and the chirality
matrix 3. Their antisymmetrized products are denoted as ab = [ab]. The charge






































For bilinear products of spinors we use the short-hand notations,
    ; a  (a)  ; etc. (1.3)
Note that  is antisymmetric while (
a) are all symmetric.
2 Rigid SUSY on curved 2D surfaces
We review here the construction of a class of N = (2; 2) SUSY gauge theories on curved
backgrounds. The results summarized here were obtained by [34, 35] for the SUSY gauge
theories on round sphere S2, and later generalized by [36] for squashed spheres.




















0 for some 0; 0: (2.1)
Here Vm is the background vector eld which gauges the vector U(1) R-symmetry RV. So
the spinor  carries the R-charge RV = +1 and  carries RV =  1. Throughout this paper
we take the spinors ;  to be Grassmann even. Most of the time we focus on backgrounds








where H a scalar auxiliary eld.
An example of supersymmetric curved backgrounds is the round sphere S2 of radius `
with the background elds Vm = 0; H = 1=`. The vielbein and spin connection are written
in polar coordinates as
e1 = `d; e2 = ` sin d'; !12 =   cos d' : (2.3)
















As has been shown in [36], one can squash the sphere into an ellipsoid of axis-lengths
`; `; ~` embedded in R3 preserving the supersymmetry corresponding to the above ; . The
natural choice of vielbein and the corresponding spin connection are





`2 cos2  + ~`2 sin2 . The spinor elds (2.4) satisfy (2.1) if the background













In fact, the background dened by (2.5), (2.6) admits the Killing spinors (2.4) for arbitrary

















Construction of SUSY gauge theories. In this paper we restrict our attention to
the N = (2; 2) supersymmetric gauge theories of vector and chiral multiplets. The vector
multiplet consists of the Lie algebra valued elds | the gauge eld Am, two real scalars



























[; 3  3] + 1
2
[;   ] : (2.7)
A chiral multiplet consists of a scalar , a spinor  and an auxiliary scalar F in a complex
representation  of the gauge group. The multiplet is labeled by the vector R-charge of
the lowest component,
RV[] = 2q: (2.8)
The conjugate elds ;  ; F form an anti-chiral multiplet in the representation  of the
gauge group. The supersymmetry acts on the elds as
Q =  ;
Q =   ;
Q =  mDm+ i3     q  mDm + F;
Q  =  mDm   i3       q  mDm    F ;
QF =  (mDm   i3      i)  q Dmm ;
Q F = +(mDm  + i
3      + i) + q Dmm  : (2.9)
Here the elds belonging to the representation  () of the gauge group is regarded as
column vectors (resp. row vectors), on which the vector multiplet elds act from the left
(resp. right).
The supersymmetry Q squares into a sum of bosonic symmetries,
Q2 = Lie(v) + Lorentz(ab) + Weyl(!) + Gauge() + RV() + RA();







!+ [; ] + + 3; (2.10)




























elds   Am  i   D     F F
scale   12   12 0 1 32 32 2 q q q + 12 q + 12 q + 1 q + 1
RV 1  1 0 0 1  1 0 2q  2q 2q   1 1  2q 2q   2 2  2q
RA 3  3 0 2 3  3 0 0 0 3  3 0 0
Table 1. the scaling weight and the R-charge of the elds.









Note that the transformation rules are invariant under Weyl rescalings which transform the
metric as a weight  2 object, ~gmn = gmne2!. The scaling weights, RV and the RA-charges
of the elds are summarized in the table 1.











m   [; ]2
  mDm  i3[; ]  [; ]i;
Lmat = Dm Dm+ 

2 + 2 + iqH +
1
2





mDm   i3     iqH

 + i    i : (2.12)
These are invariant under the SUSY generated by the Killing spinors satisfying the stronger
condition (2.2). They are in fact SUSY exact,
Lvec = QQTr





      2  i(2q   1)H  ; (2.13)
so they play the role of regulators. Namely, since the values of SUSY path integrals do not
depend on the coecients multiplying them, one can make them large so that the saddle
point approximation becomes exact and the path integral localizes onto the moduli space
of Q-invariant congurations. On the other hand, the FI-theta term for Abelian vector
multiplet,
LFI =  iD + i
2
F12; (2.14)
is SUSY invariant but not exact, so the expectation values of supersymmetric observables
depend non-trivially on the couplings ; . Another coupling is the mass for chiral multi-
plets, which can be introduced by coupling some external vector multiplets to the matter

















3 Ellipsoid partition function
The exact formula for partition functions on the ellipsoid (2.5) has been derived by [36],
generalizing the earlier result for the round sphere [34, 35]. We revisit here the derivation
of the formula using the index theorem.
Using Coulomb branch localization, the path integral can be shown to localize onto
the saddle point congurations which minimize the bosonic part of Lvec. The saddle points
are labeled by the parameters s; a taking values in the Cartan subalgebra. Up to gauge




; D =   a
f`
; A = s  cos d';  =  s
`
: (3.1)
while the matter elds all vanish. The parameter s is the magnetic ux through the
ellipsoid, so it is subject to GNO quantization. The path integral thus decomposes into two
steps: one rst integrates over the uctuations around each saddle point under Gaussian
approximation and obtain the so-called one-loop determinant. The result is then summed
(integrated) over all the saddle points.
From determinant to character. The one-loop determinant can be most easily com-
puted by moving to a new set of path integration variables. Let us explain this change of
variables for the chiral multiplet rst. For simplicity we consider a chiral multiplet with
unit charge under a U(1) vector multiplet which take the saddle point value (3.1) with
a 2 R, s 2 Z=2. From the elds ;  ; F we dene a boson X, a fermion  and their
superpartners QX, Q as follows,
X  ;
X  ;
QX   ;
Q X    ;
   ;
    ;
Q = F   mDm+ i3 ;
Q = F   mDm   i3  :
(3.2)
Note that X is Grassmann-even while  is odd, but they are both Lorentz scalars. One can
show that the relation between ;  ; F and the new elds X;QX;;Q is local and in-
vertible. The path integral over the uctuations then gives rise to the ratio of determinants



















Q X QX + X Q2X + Q Q   Q2 : (3.4)
The above choice of Sreg is the simplest, but does not necessarily have a positive denite
bosonic part, so the Wick rotation of some integration variables will be needed. More
careful analysis with an Sreg with manifestly positive denite bosonic part should lead to





















The elds X and  are scalars with the vector R-charge 2q and 2q   2. The square of the










; J3   i@' : (3.6)
The character (3.5) can be computed as an index if there is a dierential operator which
commutes with Q2 and maps between X and . Such operators J with the vector R-
charge 2 can be constructed using Killing spinors,
J+ = `
 
mDm   i3 

























Note that when f() = ` these operators coincide with the angular momentum operators
in the background magnetic ux s, justifying the name J. Therefore, on the round
sphere the character can be computed by expanding the elds X and  into monopole
harmonics [37].
Monopole harmonics is a convenient basis to expand the elds on S2 coupled to the
background monopole gauge eld
A = s cos d'; F =  s sin dd' =   s
2r3
abcxadxbdxc; (r  pxaxa) (3.9)
where xa is the Cartesian coordinate of the embedding space R3. The angular momentum
operators for a particle with unit electric charge is






3 =  i@'; J (s) = ei'







 agree with the dierential operators (3.8) which commute with the square
of SUSY when the background sphere is round. The monopole harmonics Y sjm transform
as the spin-j representation under the action of J
(s)
a . Let us also introduce
D
(s)
  @ 
i
sin 
(@'   is cos ): (3.11)
One can show that the massless Dirac operator for the charged Weyl spinors of  chirality
on sphere is D
(s1=2)
 , where the 1=2 shift is due to spin connection. Note also that




 , since the volume element of the unit sphere is







































(j  s)(j  s+ 1)Y (s1)jm : (3.13)
The character on the round sphere can be easily evaluated by recalling that the kernel
of J+ (or J ) are spanned by the monopole harmonics Y sjm with m = j (resp. m =  j),
and that the allowed values of j are bounded by jsj.
















; x  e it` : (3.14)
This is for the chiral multiplet with unit charge under a U(1) vector multiplet, and the
generalization is straightforward. For chiral multiplet in a representation  of the gauge











Vector multiplet and gauge xing. Let us turn to the vector multiplet. A convenient
set of elds is
X+  mAm + 3 ; QX+ =  1
2
;






















   + i3  ivmAm; Q = 0:
(3.16)
This consists of ve Grassmann-even and four Grassmann-odd elds, and the change of
variables from (Am; ; ; ; ;D) to these elds is local and invertible. In addition, for the
gauge xing we need to introduce the ghost elds c; c; B and the BRST symmetry QB. The
BRST charge QB acts in the standard way on all the physical elds, namely as Gauge(c).




Qc = hi   ;
Qc = 0;
QB = vm@mc+ [hi; c] : (hi = a=`)
(3.17)




























It is important that the constant modes along the direction of Cartan subalgebra should
be excluded from the ghost elds (c; c; B), since it is the direction along the saddle point
locus and should not be gauge xed.
The character for the vector multiplet can be most easily evaluated by taking as the
independent variables the three scalar bosons (X+;X0;X ), three scalar fermions (; c; c)
and their Q^-superpartners. Notice that X has RV = 2 while all other elds have RV = 0.
The character is therefore the same as that for the adjoint chiral multiplet with q = 1.
Fixed point formula. The character can also be computed by using the Atiyah-Bott
xed point formula, and this technique can be applied also to the theory on squashed
spheres. In this way one can also show that the partition function does not depend on
the detail of the squashing. To understand this technique, recall that the character is the
dierence of traces, where the operator of interest etQ
2
involves a nite rotation '! '+t=`.
The trace of such an operator can be expressed as a sum of contributions from the xed
points, the north and the south poles. Let z  tan 2ei' be the local complex coordinate
near the north pole, which is transformed by etQ
2
as
z ! ~z = zx: (x  eit=`) (3.19)
The north pole contribution to the trace (= diagonal sum) of the operator etQ
2
is then given
by the integral of 2(z  ~z) multiplied by its value at the north pole. It should be evaluated
in a gauge in which there is no Dirac string singularity at the north pole, which is related
to (3.9) by the gauge transformation e is'. The dierential operators Ja[N]  e is'Jaeis'




; J [N] '  
@
@z





+ s : (3.20)







xs ia+q   xs ia+q 1  Z d2z2(z   xz) = xs ia+q
1  x : (3.21)
Note that, depending on how to expand into series in x, this result can be interpreted as
either the contribution of the J+-zeromodes of X or the J -zeromodes of . The south pole
contribution can be evaluated in the same way: the dierential operators Ja[S]  eis'Jae is'


























1  x : (3.23)























It is invariant under s !  s, since s is half-integer valued. Note that each term in
the innite sum corresponds to an approximate zeromode of J+ or J , namely a local
holomorphic function,
X = zn;  = wn; n 2 Z0 (3.25)
near one of the poles. Note also that the derivation of the character does not depend on
the detailed form of the squashed metric, as long as it preserves the U(1) isometry and is
regular at the poles.
One-loop determinant and an anomaly. The one-loop determinant is evaluated as
the product of the eigenvalues of Q2. For the unit U(1)-charge chiral multiplet, the char-




 n  1  s  ia+ q
n+ s  ia+ q = (phase) 
 (s  ia+ q)
 (s+ ia+ 1  q) ; (3.26)
where we sign-ipped all the eigenvalues in the enumerator of the left hand side of the
second equality. To keep the invariance of the determinant under s !  s, one needs an
s-dependent phase on the right hand side. However, this symmetry is actually anomalous
in the path integral, and the formula
Z1-loop(s; a; q) =
 (s  ia+ q)
 (s+ ia+ 1  q) = Z1-loop( s; a; q)( 1)
2s; (3.27)
gives the correct one-loop determinant which leads to the nice factorization property of
sphere partition function [34, 35].
To elaborate on this anomaly, let us look into the path integral with respect to the
fermion in the chiral multiplet, which isZ








; L     





with the vector multiplet elds xed at the saddle point value (3.9). We notice that the
squashed sphere geometry (2.5) is invariant under the antipodal map
(; ')! (   ;  + ');
if f() = f(   ). The Lagrangian L is also invariant if the antipodal map is dened to
act on elds of various spins as,
scalar : ~(; ') = (   ; '+ );
spinor : ~ (; ') = i2 (   ; '+ );
vector : ( ~A; ~A')(; ') = ( A; A')(   ; '+ ):
(3.29)
One can easily check that the Killing spinors (2.4) are invariant under this map, and the
saddle point conguration (3.1) labeled by (s; a) is transformed to another saddle point

















if there were no anomaly. The sign factor ( 1)2s should arise from the non-invariance of
the measure.
To see the anomaly explicitly, let us expand the fermions  = ( +;   ) into the
eigenfunctions of chiral Dirac operator D
(s)
 squared,











i =  iY s;i : (3.30)
Let n be the numbers of zeromodes for the chiral (antichiral) components  . The










d +i d 
 
i ; (3.31)
where the three factors correspond to n+ zeromodes of  
+, n  zeromodes of    and the
rest (nonzero modes). Note that n+   n  =  2s from the index theorem. The fermions
  are expanded into the eigenfunctions Y  s;i in the same way.
The eigenfunctions Y s;+i , Y
s; 
i of the same nonzero eigenvalue i are paired by the
action of D
(s)
 . They obey the periodicity
Y s;i (; '+ 2) = ( 1)2s+1Y s;i (; ') ; (3.32)
if the background spin connection and the vector multiplet elds are in the gauge (2.5),
(3.1). Also, the antipodal map acts on the chiral Dirac operators as D
(s)
 !  D( s) .
Combining all these one can show that the set of eigenfunctions can be chosen to satisfy
2s = even : Y s;i (   ;  + ') = iY  s;i (; ');
2s = odd : Y s;i (   ;  + ') = Y  s;i (; '):
(3.33)
The antipodal map transforms  to ~ as in (3.29). Their modes ~ i are dened and
related to the modes of the original fermion  i as follows,








i i (2s = even)
 i (2s = odd)
: (3.34)
This leads to the anomaly
D ~ D ~ = ( 1)2sD  D (3.35)
as claimed, where the sign factor arises from the zeromode part of the measure. Let us note
here that one can work out the full eigenfunctions and eigenmodes explicitly for the round
sphere, since in that case the operators D
(s)
 coincides with those dened in (3.11) and
the eigenfunctions Y s;i are nothing but the monopole harmonics Y
s1=2
jm . The monopole

















Summary. The one-loop determinant for general chiral multiplet of the R-charge RV =
2q in the representation  of the gauge group is,
Zch;(s; a; q) =
Y
w2
Z1-loop(sw ; aw ; q) =
Y
w2
 (sw   iaw + q)
 (sw + iaw + 1  q) ; (3.36)
where the saddle-point parameters a; s are Cartan subalgebra valued, and w runs over the
weight vectors of the representation . For the vector multiplets for simple Lie algebras
the determinant is




(a)2 + (s)2	 ; (3.37)
where the product runs over positive roots. The Coulomb branch localization formula for









zTr(ia s)zTr(ia+s)Zvec(s; a)Zch;(s; a; q); (3.38)
where z = exp( 2   i) and r is the rank of the gauge group. For theories with avor
symmetries, one can introduce matter masses by gauging it by an external vector multiplet
and turning on its -components. The matter one-loop determinant will then depend on
the masses in an obvious manner.
Let us note here that, due to the anomaly in the antipodal map (3.27), the partition
function is not invariant under a simple sign-ip of  angle or z $ z. For example, for a
U(1) gauge theory with NF electrons (chiral multiplets with charge +1) and NA positrons
(charge  1), the one-loop determinant from the matters obeys
Z1-loop(s; a) = ( 1)2s(NF+NA)Z1-loop( s; a); (3.39)
so the partition function is invariant under z ! ( 1)NF+NA z.
4 Defects
In this section we wish to generalize the exact results for partition function to include
the codimension two vortex defects. To keep the supersymmetry (2.4) unbroken, we only
consider the defects inserted at the north and the south poles of the squashed sphere. The
defects of interest are characterized by the singular behavior of the gauge eld,
A ' N  d' ( = 0); A ' S  d' ( = ); (4.1)
where the constants N; S are in Cartan subalgebra. In local Cartesian coordinates x1; x2
centered at the poles we have F12 ' 2N2(x) or  2S2(x). Noticing that our Killing
spinors ;  are purely chiral or anti-chiral at the poles, the unbroken supersymmetry re-
quires D to take singular values,

















Abelian theories. Let us begin with the simplest case of the U(1) gauge theory. Up to














s(cos    1)d'+ Nd' ; (north patch)
s(cos  + 1)d'+ Sd' : (south patch)
(4.3)
The quantization condition of magnetic ux gives N S 2s 2 Z. Using Coulomb branch












S+ia+s Z1-loop ; (4.4)
For the theories with U(1) gauge group, non-trivial one-loop determinant arises only from
charged chiral multiplets. We would like to evaluate it by generalizing the analysis of the
previous section.












a+ is  iN (north patch)
a  is  iS (south patch) (4.5)
By a naive application of the xed point formula, the contribution of a chiral multiplet













In the second equality we expanded the rst term in the left hand side into positive series in
x and the second term into the negative series. The other way of expansion gives the same
answer thanks to the ux quantization condition. Assuming this is the correct character,
one can translate it into the determinant
Z1-loop =
 (s  N   ia+ q)
 (s+ S + ia  q + 1) : (4.7)
This would mean that the eect of vortex defects in one-loop determinants is simply to
shift the saddle-point parameters. Similar results were obtained for the expectation values
of vortex loop observables in 3D SUSY gauge theories in [31, 32].
A problem with this naive result is that it does not respect the fact that N; S are
periodic parameters with period 1. Namely, under the assumption that the U(1) charges
of all the matters are integers, one can shift N; S by integers by singular gauge transfor-
mations without introducing multi-valuedness to the elds. Also, the normalizability of
the modes (such as Y s;i in (3.30)) would not change under such gauge transformations,
so the determinants should be invariant. The above naive formula should therefore be at
most correct only for small N; S.
In the following we will nd the fully general formula with the correct periodicity in
's, by making use of the correspondence between the gauge theory in the presence of

















Comparison with SUSY orbifolds. Let us consider the special case
N = S =  = r=K (r;K 2 Z) : (4.8)
In this case, the singularity of the gauge eld at the two poles can be removed by the gauge
transformation A0 = A   d'. But this makes the charged matter elds non-periodic
around the poles. For example, the matter eld (; ') with unit U(1) charge obeys
twisted periodicity condition,
(; '+ 2) = (; ')e 2i : (4.9)
Recall that the terms in the character (3.24) obtained in the previous section were associ-
ated with the basis of local holomorphic functions at the two poles. The -dependence of
the character (4.6) on the defect background can be understood to arise because the basis
holomorphic functions now have to obey twisted periodicity condition.
We recall that similar twist in periodicity appears in gauge theories on the orbifold
S2=ZK , where the ZK symmetry act on charged elds as a gauge rotation as well as the










The orbifolds of sphere can be regarded as squashed spheres with conical singularities at
the two poles. Our idea is thus to compute the correlators of vortex defects (4.4) as an
orbifold partition function, by assuming the SUSY partition function to be independent of
squashings even with conical singularities.
We are interested in the orbifold of S2 preserving supersymmetry. Our Killing spinors

















K (; '): (4.11)
So the supersymmetric ZK orbifold should involve the vector R-symmetry rotation. At











RV  2irK Q (; ') (4.12)
on the eld  of electric charge Q. However, this condition is not consistent with the
periodicity of the elds on the sphere before orbifolding,
(; '+ 2) = ( 1)2(spin) (; '); (4.13)
where the sign factor arises because of our choice of local Lorentz frame in which the spin
connection takes the form (2.5). It turns out that the SUSY-preserving orbifold which is
























In order for this to be a ZK orbifold projection, one also needs to impose that K is odd
and the label q of all the chiral multiplets has to satisfy (K   1)q 2 Z. But even if these
conditions are not met, the condition (4.14) can be interpreted as the periodicity condition
for the elds on a squashed sphere,








d'; (f  K`) (4.15)
with vortex defects at the two poles. The RV-charge dependence of the projection condi-
tion (4.14) arises after one gauges away the background eld V . This interpretation works
for arbitrary real positive K.
Let us work out the orbifolded character for a chiral multiplet with unit electric charge

























We assume (K   1)q is an integer, and also that the R-charge takes a reasonable value










 : n=q(K 1) r mod K
~ : n= (q 1)(K 1)+r mod K
!
(4.17)























The rescaling of x is to adjust the radius of the orbifold S2=ZK to that of the squashed
sphere (4.15). Note also that s is the magnetic ux through the S2, whereas the ux
through the orbifold is ~s which is to be GNO quantized.
In terms of the rescaled variables, the orbifolded character is almost independent of
K. The only K-dependence remains in the condition of the summation over n, and it can
be dropped in the limit of large K (which is required so that  can be well approximated
by a rational number r=K) as long as    q is not an integer. Based on the above result

























































Figure 1. The function [x]q for q < 1=2 (left) and q > 1=2 (right).
Note that there is a subtlety when    q happens to be an integer, and we decided to
treat those special cases so that the character just ips the sign under charge conjugation
combined with q ! 1  q. Note also that the character has the expected periodicity in .
For more general defect backgrounds with N 6= S, we propose that the character and the










Z1-loop = ( 1)[S]q  (s  
N   ia+ q + [N]q)
 (1 + s+ S + ia  q   [S]q) ; (4.20)
where []q is an integer-valued function (see gure 1)
[]q 
(
d   qe (q < 12)
b   q + 1c (q > 12)
: (4.21)
We chose to put a subtle sign factor to Z1-loop so that the antipodal map, which sign-ips
s and exchanges N and S, is an anomalous symmetry of the theory even in the presence
of the vortex defects. Namely, (4.20) can be rewritten as
Z1-loop = ( 1)2s+S N  ( 1)[N]q  ( s  
S   ia+ q + [S]q)
 (1  s+ N + ia  q   [N]q) ; (4.22)
where the sign factor on the right hand side is understood to arise from the non-invariance
of the measure. This sign factor can be expressed in terms of the magnetic ux, so it can
be absorbed into a shift of the theta angle.
Example 1: SQED. As an application, let us study the vortex defects in the SQED
with NF electrons and NA positrons. To make the formulae short, we combine the masses
 and the RV-charges q of the matters into complex parameters m,

































N   ia  imi + [N]qi)





N + ia  i ~mi + [ N]~qi)
 (1  s  S   ia+ i ~mi   [ S]~qi)
: (4.24)
There are two questions we would like to address. One is whether the apparent dependence
on the 's can be eliminated by a redenition of contours, or there is nontrivial -dependence
remaining. The other is whether the Higgs branch expression has a factorized form as in
the absence of the defects.
The contour of a-integration can be closed in the lower or upper half-planes depending
on whether jzj < 1 or jzj > 1 [34, 35]. Let us focus on the former case. The contour integral
then picks up the poles of the determinants of NF electrons. The determinant of the j-th
electron has a set of poles labeled by a pair of non-negative integers (kN; kS). The saddle
point parameters a and s are related to them by
 s+ N + ia =  imj + [N]qj + kN;
s+ S + ia =  imj + [S]qj + kS: (4.25)
One can check the value of a is always in the lower half plane. The sum over residues can








 (1 + imi   imj)
NAY
i=1
 ( i ~mi   imj)
 (1 + i ~mi + imj)
 F [j]vortex
 











vortex is a generalization of the vortex partition function for the SQED,
F
[j]







(k   []qj )!
QNA
i=1( i ~mi   imj)k+[ ]~qiQNF
i 6=j(1 + imi   imj)k []qi
; (4.27)
and (x)n =  (x + n)= (x) is the Pochhammer symbol (we allow the integer n to become
negative). Note that, in the product of two vortex partition functions, one depends only
on N while the other depends only on S. Therefore, as expected, each vortex partition
function captures the physics near one of the poles.
The correlator of the vortex defects thus depends on N;S only through the integers
[N]qi , etc. The correlator jumps when 
N or S coincide with one of qi or  ~qi modulo
integer. Note also that F
[j]


















Non-Abelian theories. Let us next turn to non-Abelian gauge theories. The parame-
ters of the vortex defects N;S and the saddle point parameters s;a now take values in
Cartan subalgebra. By generalizing the result for the abelian case, we nd the character















( 1)[wS]q  (q + w (s  
N   ia) + [w N]q)
 (1  q + w (s+ S + ia)  [w S]q) : (4.29)
The formula for the vector multiplet is obtained by setting  = adj and q = 1.
For concreteness, let us consider the U(N) gauge group in the following. The param-
eters N, S, s and a are now N N diagonal matrices,
N = diag(N1 ;    ; NN );
S = diag(S1;    ; SN );
s = diag(s1;    ; sN );
a = diag(a1;    ; aN ) :
As in the abelian case, s is subject to the ux quantization condition N   S   2s 2 ZN .
The defects at the poles break the gauge symmetry to a subgroup called Levi subgroup.
Generically U(N) is broken to U(1)N , but some non-Abelian symmetry remains if the
diagonal elements of N or S degenerate.
The Coulomb branch localization in the presence of non-Abelian vortex defects has an
important subtlety: the localized path integration involves summation over Weyl images
of N and S, though the two saddle points related to each other by a simultaneous Weyl
reections of a; s;N;S are of course equivalent.































where we used the short-hand notation sab  sa   sb, etc., and assumed jNabj; jSabj < 1 for
simplicity. It turns out that the corresponding determinant takes the following simple form,




(sab   iaab) 
Y
a<b; Sab=0
( sab   iaab) : (4.31)
Here (N) is the parity of the unique permutation  which brings (N1 ;    ; NN ) to the
standard order satisfying



























and similarly for (S). The second sign factor in the right hand side of (4.31) can be
absorbed into the redenition of the FI-theta parameter, z( 1)N 1 ! z.
The discontinuity of the determinant is at Nab = 0 or 
S
ab = 0, namely when the
eivenvalues of N;S degenerate. The properties of vortex defects are therefore qualitatively
dierent depending on the choice of Levi subgroups. Let us now take two vortex defects
VN , VS corresponding to the Levi subgroups LN and LS, and take the parameters N;S
to be vanishingly small. In this limit, the one-loop determinant of vector multiplet does
not agree with the one in the absence of the defect. It rather satises
Zvec(LN;LS;N;S)










(s+ ia) : (4.33)
The products are over the positive roots of U(N) which are broken due to the defects.
It is interesting to recall here that s  ia are proportional to the saddle point values of
  i. The relation (4.33) therefore implies that the vortex defects have the same eect
as inserting certain local operators made of    i at the north pole,  + i at the south
pole. Usually we require such operators to be gauge invariant, such as
Tr(  i)j :
The local operators made of   i here, on the other hand, are not gauge invariant, but
they are allowed because the gauge symmetry is broken at the poles because of the defects.
An important special case is
N = S =
 1
K











;   

; (4.34)
which can be understood also as an orbifold S2=ZK breaking U(N) to L 
Q
U(ni). The
one-loop determinant (4.31) for this case is nothing but the determinant for the gauge
group L in the absence of defects.
Example 2: SQCD. As an application of our formalism, let us work out the defect
correlators for the U(N) SQCD with NF fundamental and NA anti-fundamental matters.
As in the case of SQED, we denote the masses and RV-charges of the NF fundamentals as
mj = j + iqj , and those of the NA anti-fundamentals as ~mj = ~j + i~qj .
We begin by summarizing the result for SQED to introduce some notations. For jzj < 1



































 (1 + imi   imj)
NAY
i=1
 ( i ~mi   imj)
 (1 + i ~mi + imj)
;
Fj(z; )  z imj F [j]vortex
 
( 1)NFz ; ;mi; ~mi

;
F j(z; )  z imjF [j]vortex
 
( 1)NA z ; ;mi; ~mi

; (4.36)
and F jvortex has been dened in (4.27). In the second line of (4.35), the dependence on the
mass parameters mi; ~mi or the RV-charges qi; ~qi have been suppressed for later convenience.
To write down the defect correlators in the U(N) SQCD, we rst recall the trick to





























The defect correlator in the SQCD can therefore be obtained by rst acting the above
dierential operator onto the correlator of U(1)N theory,
Y
a<b; Nab=0






hVNa VSa iSQED(za; za);
and then setting the N FI-theta parameters to be all equal,
za ! ( 1)N 1z  z^:
We also need to sum over the Weyl images of N;S with the weight (N)(S). In the
following we write down the formulae for defect correlators explicitly for two special cases.
The generalization is straightforward.
Case 1. One of the simplest special cases is when N;S are both nonzero but pro-
portional to the identity, namely Na = 
N and Sa = 
S for all a. Since N and S are









































(z; )  (z@z)b 1Fja(z; ) : (4.39)
The summation in (4.38) is thus over the sets of N dierent integers chosen from

















Case 2. Another special case is when N;S are both generic diagonal matrices with
no degeneration of eigenvalues. Then the one-loop determinant of the vector multiplet is
essentially (N)(S). There is no need of dierentiation, but we need to sum over all the





























Again, the summation is over the set of N dierent integers fjag. Note also that the matrix
elements Fja(z; b), as a functions of b, are locally constant. In particular, if none of qi or
 ~qi is in between Nb and Nc , then
Fja(z^; 
N
b ) = Fja(z^; 
N
c ) (8 a): (4.41)
Then the rst determinant in (4.40) vanishes because the b-th and the c-th columns of
the matrix are the same. In order for the determinants in (4.40) to be non-vanishing,
the components of N therefore have to be \separated well enough", and similarly for the
components of S.
5 Concluding remarks
The relation between the gauge theories on vortex defect backgrounds and orbifold back-
grounds is useful in studying the physics of the defects using path integral formalism.
This approach should be applicable in higher dimensions as well. Similar idea have been
employed in the analysis of surface defects in certain 4D N = 2 gauge theories [19].
Our results for non-abelian vortex defects imply there may be a dual description of the
defects in terms of local operator insertions. Some defects in higher dimensions are known
to have dual \electric" description, namely as low-dimensional eld theories on defects
interacting with the elds in the bulk [2, 18, 29]. It is interesting to explore other possible
descriptions for the point-like vortex defects in 2D gauge theories.
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